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Two divorced guys and best friends Mathias and Antoine become a modern day odd couple when they move in together in London, along with their two kids.

But while establishing house rules is easy, handling relationships with the opposite sex is another matter! Domestic bliss is jeopardized when Mathias falls for the charms of Audrey, another French expat living in London.
In addition to an Arts and Law degree, Lorraine Levy created and ran a successful theatre company. For seven years, she put together one show per year and wrote several plays for the company. Subsequently, she wrote more than twenty scripts for television, primarily comedies.

In 2004, she directed her first feature film "The First Time I was 20". Her script won the 2002 Grand Prix du Meilleur Scénariste and the 2003 Prix du Public du meilleur scénario at the Angers "Premiers Plans" Film Festival.

Her second feature film "Mes Amis, Mes Amours" is based on her brother Marc Levy's novel.
During 1998, Marc Levy spent his spare time, from his architectural firm, working on a manuscript called "If Only it Were True", based on a story he had invented for his son, Louis.

In October 1999 the film rights of "If Only it Were True" were sold to DreamWorks and the film entitled "Just like Heaven" starring Reese Witherspoon, was the number one grossing film for its opening weekend.

His sixth novel "Mes Amis, Mes Amours" was published in July 2006 and went straight to the top of the bestseller lists with 525,000 copies sold.

Nowadays, the combined worldwide sales of Marc Levy's seven books amount to more than 13 million copy mark. Marc Levy's books have been translated into 38 languages. His success is not just confined to France: for example all of his novels have been bestsellers in Germany, and his total sales there exceed 1.5 million copies.
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Rule #5
"Hey Antoine, I'm not enlisting the Foreign Legion!"
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